We have investigated in a numerical study the determination of sidewall roughness (SWR) from topdown scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. In a typical metrology application, top-down SEM images are acquired in a (critical-dimension) SEM and the roughness is analyzed. However, the true size, shape and roughness characteristics of resist features are not fully investigated in the analysis of top-down SEM images. In reality, rough resist features are complex three-dimensional structures and the characterization naturally extends to the analysis of SWR.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous numerical study, we proposed a method for the determination of line edge roughness (LER) in low dose top-down secondary electron microscopy images.
1 However, the true size, shape and roughness characteristics of resist features are not fully investigated in the analysis of top-down SEM images. The reason is that in reality, rough resist features are complex threedimensional structures. The characterization of roughness of resist features naturally extends to the analysis of sidewall roughness (SWR) which can be measured, for instance, by using an atomic force microscope (AFM). However, in view of the large volume of wafers being produced in a typical production line, AFM is not considered as a suitable metrology tool. Another problem with AFM involves the complexity of the measurement, in which the exact shape of the tip plays a crucial role.
Numerical studies on SWR are difficult to perform because the details of the roughness are defined at the (sub) nanometer scale. Studies involving the discrete modeling of the roughness on the sidewalls are therefore subject to time consuming simulations, and especially in the case of MonteCarlo simulations. The studies that we found in literature indicate that the true SWR is larger than the measured LER in a top-down SEM image.
2, 3 We have a few remarks with respect to these studies. In the study of Li et al.,
2 the focus is on pure polycrystalline silicon lines with a Gaussian roughness model for the sidewalls. The roughness of a resist feature, however, is typically characterized by more than just the standard deviation of a Gaussian-like distribution and involves additional parameters, such as correlation length and a roughness exponent.
1, 4-6 The study of Lawson et al. 3 is different for two reasons. In the first place, Lawson et al. have used a more sophisticated roughness model. 7 Unfortunately, the details of the roughness parameters are not explicitly mentioned nor are they varied to study its influence on the measured LER. Second, the lines used in the study of Lawson et al. are made of pure polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) coated on a pure silicon substrate. Not only is PMMA a different material, it also comes, contrary to pure silicon lines, with a risk of resist shrinkage caused by the electron beam. 5 Although it is not addressed in the work of Lawson et al., this risk can be reduced, for example, by lowering the beam voltage and total electron dose, i.e. reduce the number of integration frames.
1, 5
We would like to extend the study of Refs. 2 and 3 and examine the relation between SWR and top-down measured LER by varying the parameters of a non-Gaussian roughness model. What happens, for example, to the measured LER when the correlation length of the SWR changes? In particular, we consider a case similar to that of Lawson et al., in which we have rough PMMA lines on silicon. However, in order to reduce the risk of shrinkage, we will consider a beam energy of 300 eV and an approximate dose of 20 incident electrons per pixel. This is about the lowest possible setting with a standard CD-SEM. We have already shown in a previous study, albeit theoretically, that LER can be determined under such noisy circumstances.
1 For this study, we use the power spectral density (PSD) function to model the roughness as described by Palasantzas,
which we have also used in our previous study and seems a logical extension to the case of rough surfaces. 1 In this model, given by Eq. 1, roughness is defined with σ as the standard deviation, ξ the correlation length and α the roughness exponent. Random rough surfaces with a PSD equal to that of Eq. 1 are generated by using the method of Thorsos, which is explained for example in Ref. 6 . The idea is to compute the inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform of the amplitude of the PSD with a random phase. We remark that the roughness generated via the method of Thorsos is biased. This can be corrected for by multiplying the resulting displacements of the roughness with a scalar, which is also explained in Ref. 6 . We emphasize that the statistics of the rough surfaces generated in this way are isotropic.
Although we have decided on a particular roughness model, we are still in need of a program to simulate the top-down images. We already foresee that computation time is an important issue, since we intend to vary the parameters of a roughness model and preferably generate some statistics as well. Fortunately, there are a handful of simulation programs found in literature. We distinguish between simulators that use stopping power relations and dielectric function theory for modeling inelastic scattering events. Examples of simulators based on stopping powers are JMONSEL 8 (developed at NIST), and CASINO 9 (developed at Université de Sherbrooke). Then there are programs based on dielectric function theory. We mention the programs of Kieft et al. 10 (developed at FEI company), Li et al. 2 and Lawson et al. 3 Unfortunately, most of these programs are not available to us and the programs that we do have, are not designed to manage the complex threedimensional geometrical features of this study. The program of Kieft et al. has drawn our special attention for two important reasons. First of all, it has refinements which are specifically intended for low-voltage SEM simulations, and second, the secondary electron yields are well validated against experiment. However, the simulator of Kieft and Bosch is facing the same problem as all other simulators in this field of research: Monte-Carlo simulations of electron-specimen interactions are time consuming. It is the latter that has led us to develop a home-built Monte-Carlo simulator by combining the computational power of multi-core CPUs and GPUs.
SEM SIMULATOR
The program that we have created for this study is a full Monte-Carlo electron-specimen interaction simulator. It is designed from scratch for the purpose of solving problems involving large number of incident low energy particles and complex geometries, while using the refinements as described in Ref. 10 . We consider three physical processes for the electron in our simulator. There are (1) elastic scattering events, (2) inelastic scattering events and (3) boundary crossings from one material to another. For the elastic and inelastic scattering events we make use of cumulative differential inverse mean free paths (mfps) tabulated as a function of kinetic energy. We assume that the azimuthal scattering angle, for both elastic and inelastic events, is isotropic. The cumulative tables are interpolated for intermediate values as follows,
where
The differential of the elastic cross-section is taken with respect to the polar scattering angle,
where E is the kinetic energy, ρ A is the atomic density of the material. A random scattering angle is obtained by inverse sampling of the (normalized) cumulative angular distribution function,
where 0 ≤ U ≤ 1 is a uniformly distributed random number. For the inelastic scattering events, we have used the dielectric function model, 11 which we briefly mention here. The total inelastic inverse mfp is calculated in that model as follows,
where ω is the total energy loss for the electron, q the momentum transfer to a secondary electron and (q, ω) is the expanded dielectric function. The latter can be expressed in a plasmon-pole approximation as follows,
where (0, ω) relates to optical data, which is readily available for a broad range of materials, and
is the dispersion relation with ω denoted as the zero-momentum energy transfer. In our implementation, we follow Ref. 10 and tabulate the cumulative differential inverse inelastic mfps, where the differential is taken with respect to zero-momentum energy transfer,
Similar to Eq. 4, we draw a random zero-momentum energy transfer by inverse sampling of the cumulative distribution function,
where 0 ≤ U ≤ 1 is a uniformly distributed random number. A scattering event occurs when an electron has traveled a distance of s = −λ total ln U
where 0 < U < 1 is a uniformly distributed random number, and
is the total inverse mfp. A scattering event is determined to be elastic whenever
where 0 ≤ U ≤ 1 is a uniformly distributed random number.
With respect to the sources of our tabulated data for metals, semiconductors and insulators, we have strictly followed Ref. Our program accepts arbitrary three-dimensional geometries, which must be modeled in a special way. First of all, when an arbitrary geometry is given, it must be decomposed into tetrahedra, which is the fundamental element of volume assigned to a particular material of interest in our simulator. Second, the faces of adjacent tetrahedra must be connected via shared vertices. This means that, for any tetrahedron, the neighbors (four at maximum) are accessible via shared faces. The latter speeds up the computation, as electrons can easily scatter into neighboring elements, which are directly accessible from the element the electron is currently in. There is, however, a significant problem that blows up the computation time. The primary electrons, i.e. the electrons which are incident on the sample, are created in vacuo above the sample and are therefore not enclosed by the volume elements. Therefore, we must determine the intersection with the face, that represents the vacuum-material interface, of the first encountered element located in the direction of the electron. This is a costly procedure, because we must scan the entire hull of our geometry, which is the set of all faces with vacuum on one of the sides, and search for the first encountered intersection. Note that the number of faces that constitute the hull is of the same order as the number of volume elements, which we assume to be very large. Moreover, it is possible that electrons scatter in and out of various volume elements with vacuum in between. This means that the intersection with the hull is determined at least once for all particles, but multiple times for the electrons that scatter from one material to vacuum and into another material again. We conclude that we prefer to avoid this procedure.
We propose another solution in which we decompose not only the geometry into tetrahedra, but also the vacuum. This means that the electrons may scatter freely in and out of vacuum, which is a volume element in this case, while avoiding the costly determination of hull intersections. Although it seems that we have solved the hull problem, we have exchanged this problem for another. For every primary (incident) electron, we must scan through all elements assigned to vacuum in order to find the element at which the electron is located. Fortunately, this is not really a problem for two reasons. First of all, the calculation must be performed exactly once at the beginning of the simulation and, second, the calculation can be offloaded to a GPU, which is dedicated to solving problems like this. The computational cost of this procedure renders therefore negligible in comparison to the total computation time required for simulating an entire image.
Although our program is very similar to that of Ref. 10 , there are three differences to be mentioned. First of all, our program does not use the Geant4 platform. Instead we have developed and implemented our own manager for tracking and transporting electrons through matter. Second, we did not, for the purpose of this study, implement the Auger-effect. By calculating yield plots with the program of Ref. 10 , we found that the significance of the Auger-effect on low energy secondary electron yields for silicon and PMMA is less than 1%. Finally, there is no cutoff energy for electrons and we keep tracking all electrons until they run out of energy, even when they have little or no chance of escaping the material.
In order to verify that our simulator produces results similar to that of Kieft et al., we compare the secondary electron yields. In Fig. 1 we see that the agreement with silicon is satisfactory, for both the value of the yield and the energy at which the maximum yield occurs. The energy at which the maximum yield of PMMA occurs is also satisfactory. The value, however, of the yield for PMMA at the maximum is off by approximately 15%. At the moment, we have no clear explanation for this particular anomaly. We do not, however, consider this a real problem, because we are interested in simulating electron energies ≤ 300 eV and we see that the yield plot for PMMA in this lower energy range is satisfactory in agreement. The given yield is equal to the counted number of secondary electrons divided by the total number of incident primary electrons.
SIMULATION OF ROUGH LINES
We will study a pattern of rough lines and spaces, where each line is made of PMMA located on a silicon substrate. The dimensions of the lines are 2 µm in length, 32 nm wide and 32 nm in height.
We randomly generate rough lines as follows. At first we create a template line with flat surfaces of which, for example, a small section is shown in Fig. 2a . A randomly generated rough surface is made by using the PSD of Palasantzas, given by Eq. 1, and the method of Thorsos. The area of the rough surface is equal to that of the flat sidewall (2 µm × 32 nm). We define the rough surface with a resolution of 1 nm in both dimensions. The justification for this number will be given later, when we define the image pixel size and beam spot size. An example of a randomly generated rough surface is shown in Fig. 2b . Rough lines are produced by replacing the flat sidewalls of the line shown in Fig. 2a with randomly generated rough surfaces. The result of that is illustrated in Fig. 2c . We emphasize that the top of the PMMA line remains flat, and the silicon substrate remains flat too. This is analogous to the work of Li et al., and Lawson et al. In reality, the top of the line and the substrate are expected to be rough as well. In that view, for more realistic cases, we should include the effects of post litho processing as well. The effect of that could be, for instance, that the base of the sidewall is inclined or even curved. None of these effects are taken into account in this study, which means that we investigate a rather ideal case of SWR.
The randomly generated rough line is decomposed into tetrahedra, such that it can be used in our home-built simulator. That sounds easy, but let us pause here for a moment, because the decomposition of a rough line into an acceptable system of tetrahedra for our simulator is not a trivial exercise. It is non trivial due to the special requirement for neighboring elements to have shared faces and thus shared vertices. In reality, we decompose the rough line into hexahedra at first, and then the hexahedra are decomposed into tetrahedra. The hexahedra must be alternating as the decomposition of a hexahedron into tetrahedra has two possible variants. The alternating series emerges because both variants are required in order to match the faces and vertices of the resulting system of tetrahedra in a proper way. To complicate matters even further, we do not use a single isolated line, but instead, we merge three randomly generated lines next to each other with a spacing of 32 nm in between. The reason for this more complicated geometry (which has approximately three times the number of elements), is to accommodate for the scattering of electrons into neighboring lines. Now that we have the sample defined, we can instruct the program to only scan the middle line and count the secondaries as follows. An electron is instantaneously detected whenever the following two criteria are satisfied: (1) The electron is transmitted from material to vacuum and (2) the kinetic energy of the electron is less than 50 eV. We have assembled illustrations of induced scattering events as calculated by our home-built simulator in Fig. 3 .
Let us now discuss the actual simulation of an image of a randomly generated rough line. The pixel size is fixed at the size of 0.43 nm × 2.7 nm (width times height), which is in accordance with our previous study of rough lines. 1 We choose a beam with an energy of 300 eV and a spot size of 3 nm. The decision for this spot size (instead of a smaller one) is due to aberrations related to the low energy of the beam. The decision for the low beam energy is two-fold, (1) to reduce the risk of shrinkage that is involved in samples made of organic resist, such as PMMA, and (2) to reduce the computation time. Note that the spot size and the pixel size in the direction of the edges are larger than the resolution of 1 nm at which the rough surfaces of the sidewalls are defined. Each pixel is exposed with 20 electrons on average following the Poisson distribution, by which we simulate the effect of illumination shot noise. The resulting dose is approximately 276 µC/cm 2 on average. Our sample is made of three randomly generated rough lines next to each other of which we only image an area of 64 nm × 1 µm (width times length) of the middle one. An example of a simulated SEM image of a randomly generated rough line is shown in Fig. 4 . There are a few remarks to be made with respect to this simulated image. In the first place, we have not simulated the effect of detector noise, i.e. the detection of electrons is assumed to be perfect. For a more realistic image we should (b) A small section of a randomly generated rough surface is shown. The roughness is generated by effectively sampling displacements over a discretized flat surface by using the PSD function of Palasantzas and the method of Thorsos. This surface has a roughness defined with a standard deviation σ3D of 1 nm, correlation length ξ3D of 20 nm and a roughness exponent α3D of 0.75. The width and height of the rough surface is equal to the full size of the sidewall of the flat line of which a small section is illustrated in (a). include, for example, a detection threshold, detection efficiency, Gaussian-like background noise and additional Poisson noise. The precise position of a detector also plays a role in the image formation as the position of the detector could introduce a shadow effect. This means that we expect to find more noise in a real SEM image with 20 electrons per pixel on average than shown in Fig. 4 . Moreover, in a real (CD-)SEM, there is also a control mechanism for image contrast. We, however, simply scaled the intensity linearly over the full range of secondary counts. Although none of these additional effects in the image formation are taken into account in our simulations, the resulting image, i.e. Fig. 4 still appears realistic.
In order to generate statistics, we repeat the simulation of a randomly generated rough line 10 times. This means that, for each roughness, we calculate a full image of rough lines and spaces such as shown in Fig. 5 . The resulting image is used for analysis by applying the method as presented in our previous study. 1 In that method we (1) measure the edge displacements using a model for the integrated profile function, (2) determine the PSD by Fourier transform and finally (3) fit the measured PSD against Eq. 1 extended with a white noise term in order to capture the pixel noise. Let us discuss the two examples of the PSD analysis shown in Fig. 6 . The SWR that was generated for both cases has an equal standard deviation σ 3D of 1 nm and equal roughness exponent α 3D of 0.75. The correlation length, however, was taken differently. In Fig. 6a we have used a correlation length ξ 3D of 6 nm, and for Fig. 6b we have used a correlation length ξ 3D of 25 nm. First of all, the bending point at the far left shifts in the direction of lower frequencies as the correlation length increases. This means that, in the case of the increased correlation length, the high frequencies, relative to the low frequencies, are more suppressed. This can also be seen from Eq. 1, where the correlation length ξ is coupled to the wavenumber k. Suppose, for the sake of argumentation, that the PSDs in Fig. 6 are unbiased measurements of the actual SWR. Note that the total variance σ 2 3D is obtained by integrating Eq. 1. Since the standard deviation σ 3D is kept constant, the area under the PSDs must be equal as well. As we increase the correlation length, the PSD essentially shifts to the left, due to the coupling with wavenumber k, and the total area remains invariant because of an increase in power. This can also be seen from Eq. 1, where the power (and thus the integral, hence the variance) scales as a function of correlation length ξ.
Although the (pixel) noise is found to be close to equal (0.5 nm), the measured LER for Fig. 6a (0.63 nm) is smaller than for Fig. 6b (0.90 nm) . This means that the determination of SWR from top-down SEM images is a biased estimation. Since the actual three-dimensional roughness has a standard deviation σ 3D of 1 nm, we conclude that the bias in LER has increased for decreasing correlation length ξ 3D . . The SWR that was generated has a standard deviation σ3D of 1.5 nm, correlation length ξ3D of 20 nm and a roughness exponent α3D of 0.75. The image of the line is not from an isolated line, but is actually the middle one of three lines which are located next to each other with 32 nm spacing in between. The pixel size is 0.43 nm × 2.7 nm (width times height). Each pixel is exposed with 20 primary electrons on average by sampling the Poisson distribution. The primary beam has a spot size of 3 nm and the kinetic energy of the primary incident electrons equals 300 eV. The detector for secondary electrons with an energy less than 50 eV is assumed to be perfect and does therefore not introduce additional noise. : Simulated top-down image of randomly generated rough lines and spaces (top), including its integrated profile (bottom) is shown. This image is constructed by merging the individual images of ten randomly generated lines of which one is shown in Fig. 4 . Each line is made of PMMA, located on a silicon substrate and is 1 µm long, 32 nm wide and 32 nm in height. The SWR that was generated has a standard deviation σ3D of 1.5 nm, correlation length ξ3D of 20 nm and a roughness exponent α3D of 0.75. The pixel size of this image is 0.43 nm × 2.7 nm (width times height). Each pixel is exposed with 20 primary electrons on average by sampling the Poisson distribution. The primary beam has a spot size of 3 nm and the kinetic energy is set to 300 eV. The detector for secondary electrons with an energy less than 50 eV is assumed to be perfect and does therefore not introduce additional noise. Now that we are able to create, simulate, measure and analyze randomly generated rough lines, we demonstrate and discuss our simulations in which we vary the parameters of the Palasantzas roughness model as given by Eq. 1. In view of time, we have decided to restrict ourselves to simulate only the following two cases. At first we vary the correlation length ξ 3D of the SWR while keeping the standard deviation σ 3D at the fixed value of 1 nm. The result of that simulation is shown in Fig. 7 . We already concluded that the determination of SWR in top-down SEM images is biased when changing the correlation length of the SWR. Here, in Fig. 7 , we see that the bias in SWR determination is actually a non-linear function of the correlation length ξ 3D of the SWR. The conclusion from the work of Lawson et al. was that LER is typically 50% smaller than the true SWR. In our simulation, this corresponds to a case where ξ 3D < 5 nm. In order to compare, we must know the effective correlation length ξ 3D for the SWR of PMMA in the mesoscopic roughness model of Lawson et al. Unfortunately, the parameters that they have used in the mesoscopic model for PMMA are not mentioned in Ref. 3 and a direct comparison can therefore not be made. In any case, the result of Fig. 7 indicates that the effective correlation length ξ 3D for the SWR of PMMA in the mesoscopic roughness model of Lawson et al. is probably less than 5 nm. The two-dimensional measured correlation length ξ 2D in Fig. 7 indicates a linear relation with ξ 3D . At the moment, we have no clear explanation for the sudden increase of the error bars for ξ 3D ≥ 15 nm. However, for the values ξ 3D < 15 nm we see that the bias between measured ξ 2D and the correlation length ξ 3D of the actual SWR is on the order of a nanometer or two.
In a second simulation run, we fix the correlation length ξ 3D of the SWR to a value of 20 nm and vary the standard deviation σ 3D . The result of that simulation is shown in Fig. 8 . The solid line in Fig. 8 corresponds to the ideal case where LER = σ 3D . We conclude that the relation between measured LER and the standard deviation σ 3D of the SWR is linearly biased. This was also the conclusion from the work of Li et al. The amount of bias, i.e. deviation from the solid line in Fig. 8 , relates to the correlation length ξ 3D of the SWR, which is best seen in the results shown in Fig. 7 . As we decrease the correlation length ξ 3D of the SWR, the bias in the determination of SWR increases non-linear.
For completeness, let us present the counts and timings of the simulations. The total number of simulated top-down images of rough lines and spaces, such as Fig. 5 , equals 18. One image is made of approximately 19 million tetrahedra with 4.5 million shared vertices. Each image was simulated using approximately 11 million electrons on average. We have used three computers of which one has 6 cores and two have 4 cores, resulting in a total of 14 running cores. The total simulation time equals approximately 4 days.
So far we were unable to explain the biased results shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Moreover, now that we have seen that the bias in the determination of SWR from top-down SEM images can be very significant, we also question the dependence on other parameters. For example, is there any bias induced due to the electron beam energy? What happens to Fig. 7 as we increase the beam energy? What is the influence of the height of the lines and the penetration depth of the electrons in the material? These are important and fundamental questions with respect to the metrology as they touch upon the reliability and comparability of roughness characterization in top-down images.
Although the results of this study are promising, we conclude that a follow up study is required for a deeper understanding. 
CONCLUSION
We have investigated the determination of SWR from top-down SEM images by using a numerical study. For the purpose of creating top-down SEM images, we have developed, from scratch, a home-built program for simulating electron-specimen interactions. The program that we have developed is optimized for complex arbitrary geometries and large number of incident low energy primary electrons by using multi-core CPUs and GPUs. It is based on the dielectric function model for inelastic scattering events and strictly follows the refinements for low-voltage SEM as given by Kieft et al. We have compared and verified that the secondary electron yields from our home-built simulator are in agreement with the work of Kieft et al.
In particular, we consider patterns of randomly generated rough PMMA lines located on a silicon substrate. Our lines have a length of 2 µm, a width of 32 nm and a height of 32 nm. The SWR is modeled by using the PSD of Palasantzas and generated by using the method of Thorsos. The rough surface is defined at a resolution of 1 nm in both dimensions. The top surface of our PMMA lines and the silicon substrate are modeled as flat. We merge three randomly generated lines next to each other with a spacing of 32 nm in between to account for the scattering of electrons into neighboring lines.
We generate a SEM-like image of randomly generated rough lines by using a fixed pixel size of 0.43 nm × 2.7 nm (width times height), which is in accordance with our previous study on rough lines. In order to reduce the risk of shrinkage, we use a beam energy of 300 eV and a spot size of 3 nm, which is due to the aberrations caused by the low energy of the beam. Each pixel is exposed with 20 electrons on average, following the Poisson distribution to account for illumination shot noise. The resulting dose is approximately 276 µC/cm
